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technology that can be used to protect the cyber
environment and the organization and user assets”. 1
The organization and user in cyber security assets,
including the connected device computing,
personnel, infrastructure, applications, services,
telecommunication system and the totality of the
transmitted and/or stored information in the cyber
environment. 2
Every country in the world must be able to
develop the cyber security in order to withstand
cyber threats and attacks from various parties who
will do the espionage, tapping and destruction
against various system or software. Since we do not
have a world government, global efforts depend on
national action. States are fundamental players in
cyber security, because it holds the policy and
regulation, economic and diplomatic tools.

Abstract— The issue of current global cyber threats
and attacks has been around taking International
Relation study’s attention. As the development of
Information
Communication
and
Technology
advances, the issue of current global cyber threats and
attacks becomes no longer state-level issue only.
Individuals and almost all layers of community play
part
(government
institution,
education
institution/community and business entity). At this
point, the role of government takes the utmost
important part. Government has choices to put effort
in resolving the current global cyber threats and
attacks, in the form of cyber security infrastructure
development, implementation of the regulation or
policy, and role of the institutional building that
handling cyber security. This particular research
centered upon the effort of Indonesia in resolving
current global cyber threats and attacks by analyzing
the cyber security infrastructure development,
implementation of the regulation or policy, and role of
the institutional building that handling cyber security.
The time frame taken is from 2007-2015. Qualitative
method will be used by this research in order to
examine and explain the analysis in narrative order
supported by some pictures and tables. The research
seeks to conclude that how far the development of
Indonesia cyber security in resolving current global
cyber threats and attacks.

Cyber threats and attacks appear along with the
increasing knowledge on the use of information
technology including computer network and internet.
This raises cyber threats and attacks in the form of
cyber terrorism, hacktivism and cyber warfare that
carried out the attacks regardless of national
boundaries. According to Libicki, cyber threats and
attacks happened because the opening of the target
system in the whole world and the weakness of the
system that cause the system is able to exploited. 3
Indonesia is currently in urgent circumstances
cyber security, because of the fact that the level of
cybercrime in Indonesia has reached the stage of
concern.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cyber security is one of the most important issues
and is a challenge that must be dealt with seriously.
The growth on the Information Communication and
Technologies network sector is very fast which very
possible the opportunist to take a chance in the
middle of the cyber space which very vulnerable to
crime and attacks.
Cyber security can be defined as “the collection
of tools, policy, security concept, security protection,
guidelines, risk management approach, action,
training, best practices, assurance and the
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The presence of those policies and regulations
were greeted positively in various circles, although
there are also that opposed it. For the cons side,
those policies and regulations are seen as an attempt
to limit the right to freedom of expression and issued
opinions and can impede creativity of someone in
cyber space. For those who agree, their presences
are seen as the right steps to anticipate the possibility
of the misuse of the internet which is uncontrollable
and can be harmful to others.
A. The Role of Institutional Building in Handling
Cyber Security
Many critics emerged from various circles,
especially foreign researchers of Cyber Security
related to Indonesia cyber security, such as lack of
cooperation between institutions or government
think-tank in the field of cyber security in their
functions. Quoting the statement of Kathleen Rustici:
“Indonesia faces numerous challenges in
developing its cyber security capabilities, including
coordinating across a large and diffuse government.
Currently, the government has no coordinated
strategy for cyber security...”
The strong and effective institutions are needed in
carrying out the tasks and cyber security activities
by referring to the specified policy. This includes the
structure of the organization, the duties and
responsibilities, working mechanism and monitoring.
These institutions need to be realized through the
study of the institutional development which
followed by the steps of preparation and the
formation,
adjustments
and/or
institutional
strengthening, so it provided effective institutions in
support of cyber security. The institutions also must
be adjusted with the needs of the implementation of
cyber security, in order to make sure that the
purpose of the cyber security can be achieved
optimally.

This paper aims at explaining the cyber threats as
part of non-traditional threats in Indonesia and looks
at the efforts of Indonesia’s government in dealing
with this issue. More specifically, this paper focuses
on the development of infrastructure, regulation and
institutional building in countering the cyber
security threats in Indonesia.
II. ANALYSIS
Anticipation efforts to minimize vulnerability to
security and durability of information in cyber space
is expected to be able to bring Indonesia to realize
the security and durability of the information
considering the development of information
technology and communication that is very fast and
the use and its utilization which is relatively high for
both the internal needs of the government, local
government with the public, and the local
government with the business sector, and it requires
the availability of infrastructure and application that
is sufficient to ensure accessibility, affordability of
services and the most important point is to guarantee
the security and resilience information.
 The Implementation of the Regulation and
Policy in Cyber Security
 The basic regulation and policy of cyber
security in Indonesia:
 Electronic Information and Transactions Act No.
11/2008.
 Law No. 3 The year 2002 about the defence of
the State.
 Government regulations for the organizer of the
system and Electronic Transaction No. 82/2012.
 Regulation of the Defence Ministry No. 16 2010
about the organization and administration of the
Defence Ministry

B. Coordination of Cyber Security in Indonesia
Not only with the presence of National Cyber
Agency which coordinated and collaborated with
National Cyber Forum. Some of the initiatives and
development that have been done by the institutions
or business entities in handling cyber security which
can be identified until 2012 in Indonesia is as
follows:
Government institutions
 The Ministry of Communication and
Information has established ID-SIRTII
(Indonesia Security Incident Response Team
on Internet Infrastructure) in 2007.
 State Cryptography Agency (Lembaga Sandi
Negara), State Intelligence Agency and
Strategic Intelligence Agency have unit that
specializes in Information Communication
and
Technology
resources
security
especially related to Signal Intelligence.

The emergence of those policy and regulation are
to accommodate the incidents and regulate the
changes which occur in the Indonesian society (to
accommodate various negative behaviors and
criminal acts that occurred using the Internet). Those
policy and regulation are one of the efforts of the
government to make the internet more regularly and
controlled.
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Indonesia, as well as lack of access to
telecommunication infrastructure in rural areas.
Currently, Indonesia also does not have the system
Internet infrastructures that centralized and have
many connections to the international network. So,
the development of cyber security infrastructure in
Indonesia is already good enough, but still need the
improvement and serious action from government.

The Defence Ministry and the Indonesian
National Armed Forces have the initiative to
build internal cyber defence force
respectively which developed continuously
until this time.
Educational institution/Community
 Indonesia Computer Emergency Response
Team (ID-CERT) was established by the
community of Information Communication
and Technology in Indonesia.
 Bandung Institute of Technology, University
of Indonesia, Gajah Mada University, and
Surabaya Institute of Technology have
started to build and implement Information
Communication and Technology security in
academic environment respectively.
Business entity
 Telecommunication Industry which was
pioneered by PT Telekomunikasi Indonesia
(Telkom) as the owner and the management
of
information
and
communication
infrastructure has been implementing the
standard
against
network
security
information and communication.
 The banking industry under the construction
of the Bank of Indonesia has been
implementing the security system on
banking information infrastructure by
following Bank Indonesia Regulation
guidelines and international security
standards of Information Communication
and Technology.
 Oil and gas industry also have implemented
a security standard of Information
Communication and Technology on the
scope of their respective business field.
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